
Teachers’ knowledge of  

children’s reading practices
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Aims of the session

1. To engage with research about teachers’ knowledge of  

children's reading practices

2. To share and develop ideas for enhancing such knowledge  

about young readers

3. To plan for whole school development
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Key findings from

Teachers as Readers

In order to effectively develop children’s RfP, teachers need to develop:

1. Considerable knowledge of children’s literature and other texts

2. Knowledge of children’s reading practices

3. An RfP pedagogy, encompassing:

 social reading environments

 reading aloud

 informal book talk, inside-text talk and recommendations

 independent reading time

4. As Reading Teachers - teachers who read and readers who teach

5. Reciprocal and interactive reading communities.

(Cremin et al., 2014)
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Reviewing current practice

• What did we last read for pleasure?

Where was this?

What does reading for pleasure mean to us?

• What is our current knowledge about individual children’s reading  

preferences and practices, inside and outside school?
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Research shows that…
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Developing knowledge of children’s reading practices enables  

teachers to:

 Appreciate the value of the wider reading children  
experience in homes/communities

 Recognise the importance of extending definitions of  
reading in the 21st C

 Offer a more satisfying & diverse range of texts in school

 Foster positive reading identities for all children

 Build reciprocal & interactive reader to reader relationships  
with children

(Cremin et al., 2014)



Finding out about children’s reading  

practices: A reading survey

Developing-Reading-for-Pleasure-in-your-School.pdf (ourfp.org)

©Open University 6

https://cdn.ourfp.org/wp-content/uploads/20210205164254/Developing-Reading-for-Pleasure-in-your-School.pdf
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Percentages of young people reading different reading
materials outside school in 2015

(Clark, 2016, adapted from p.13, NLT)



Classroom implications…

I’d never read a graphic  
novel before - it was quite  
demanding . The children  
love them.

(TaRs teacher, Barking &
Dagenham)

The children have taken me on a  
journey into what they read outside  
school – I never realised really it was so  
wide- now we have a much greater  
choice in school.

(TaRs teacher, Kent)

We know much more now about the

children – their histories – where they

are coming from. I can tell you what

the children like – their tastes in

reading. I can’t believe that I didn’t

know these things. It’s just been

pushed out. There didn’t seem any

time for this sort of chat.

(TaRs teacher, Birmingham8)



Comic capers and magazine malarkey

How many current children’s comics or magazines can 

you name?



http://www.scottishbooktrust.com/blog/teachers-librarians/2016/08/comics-

and-literacy-part-2-a-gateway-to-a-love-of-reading

Some examples…

http://www.scottishbooktrust.com/blog/teachers-librarians/2016/08/comics-and-literacy-part-2-a-gateway-to-a-love-of-reading
http://www.scottishbooktrust.com/blog/teachers-librarians/2016/08/comics-and-literacy-part-2-a-gateway-to-a-love-of-reading


Does our school  

subscribe to any?

How are they shared/used?



More ideas for developing knowledge  

of children’s reading practices

1. Reading rivers

2. Personal reading journeys

3. Making Learner Visits

4. Conduct a class survey

The Reading Rivers made me  

reassess what children are  

reading in this high-tech  

age.(TaRs Headteacher,  

Suffolk)



Using this knowledge to enrich 

our practice

What might we do with this new knowledge?

❖Widen what counts as reading in school?

❖Develop our own knowledge of the

children’s favourite genres?

❖Establish reading conferences?

❖Further ideas...?

There should not be a  

hierarchical ranking of reading  

material. … People should be  

encouraged to read what they  

enjoy in whatever format is  

most pleasurable and  

convenient to them.

(EU Expert Literacy Panel,  

2012 :42)



Which aspects are important for us to  work

upon?

Are we going to work individually or in  

pairs/year groups?
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Planning ahead:
Developing knowledge of children’s  reading

practices



A professional opportunity:  develop and 

share your knowledge on the RfP site
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https://ourfp.org/finding/teachers-knowledge-of-

childrens-reading-practices/
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